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Reconciliations

PRIMA FACIEPRIMA FACIE
Music by Adam Gorb

Adam Gorb, born (1958) in Cardiff, was composing actively at the
age of 10: his first work broadcast on national radio written when he
was 15. At Cambridge (1977-80) his teachers included Hugh Wood
and Robin Holloway. After graduating he juggled orthodox composi-
tion with hands-on work as theatre music director, composer,
arranger and pianist. He has never lost his passion for either. In 1987
he took further composition studies with Paul Patterson; first private-
ly, then from 1991 at the RAM (M.Mus in 1993) graduating with the
highest honours including the Principal’s Prize. He has been on the
staff at the London College of Music & Media, Thames Valley
University, Junior RAM and from 2000 has been Head of School of
Composition at the RNCM, Manchester.

International recognition came in 1994 with the US Walter Beeler Prize for Metropolis, the first work
in what has developed into probably the most important wind ensemble catalogue by a contempo-
rary composer, ranging from extremely challenging to the most accessible, at all technical levels,
widely recorded and now absolutely central to the world’s wind repertoire. In 2004 he won the British
Academy Composer award for Wind & Brass with Towards Nirvana, and two more in 2008 and
2009 for ‘Adrenaline City’ and ‘Farewell.’. Equally important though are his concert pieces such
as the chamber orchestral Weimar, the Violin Sonata, a Clarinet Concerto (RLPO) and Diaspora
for Strings (Goldberg Ensemble). Deceptively mainstream at first glance, they display inventive bril-
liance, pulsating soundworld, striking use of rhythm and freedom from stylistic hang-ups to embrace
jazz and serialism in works where power, poetry, irony and pathos, often underlaid by a theatrical
and subversive element, coalesce in an integrated musical voice. Nor is he afraid to draw on the
musical heritage of his Jewish roots, sometimes directly, often in a more subsumed or radical way.
The crucial and consistent feature of Gorb’s work though is that it communicates strongly without
patronising players or audiences, his credo being that music must impact on listeners or its mes-
sage is irrelevant; it is lost. A good example of this is found in the extended orchestral Awakening
(2006, BBC Philharmonic) combining unpatronising accessibility and expressive power with char-
acterful contemporary language and masterly orchestration. Another is the way a piece like the
orchestral version of Awayday can fit as happily in a Northern Junior Philharmonic programme as
a Rotterdam Philharmonic concert. 

A CD devoted to his wind music has recently been released by NMC. 
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Adam Gorb, in the minds of players and audiences around the world, is a composer for wind ensem-
bles, something he compounds by writing it rather better than almost anyone else around and is con-
sequently commissioned to write quite a lot of; it has, he admits, become something of a passion. The
problem is that while it makes him one of the UK’s most frequently and internationally performed com-
posers, the supposition is that it’s all he does. In fact his work ranges from large orchestra to solo instru-
ment, taking in all points between. While they all display the same undogmatic, non-prescriptive ethos,
the seemingly bewildering expressive, emotional and stylistic range that makes him hard to pigeonhole
is explained by the fact that he’s not fired by intellectual concepts or musical absolutism; a Gorb score
is governed by concrete musical ideas which may be purely thematic and may have an extra-musical
starting point or parallel trajectory. He effectively resets his compass every time; having a fertile imag-
ination, there are plenty of ideas. The particular passions that get his juices flowing are what provide
commonality and character identity, and these are (wind ensemble apart) the theatre, where he was
involved hands-on for several years, Klezmer - vernacular music of the central and eastern Yiddish-
speaking peoples which form his own cultural roots - together with a highly developed craft to allow
ideas to communicate with listeners.

Reconciliation (1997) was commissioned by the Park Lane Group for their flagship Young Artist series
at London’s Southbank, and first performed by Elaine Cocks and Rebecca Woolcock in January 1998.
The dedication is to the memory of the composer’s paternal grandfather David, who died aged nearly
98 as the work was being written. It is a set of 8 variations grouped roughly into a compressed four
movement symphonic shape  with the scherzo third, and a concluding epilogue. Sections lead into each
other without a break, though changes of mood, tempo and dynamic are fairly sharply drawn as clar-
inet and piano struggle to gain independence from each other. The harshly angular opening leads
through a more anguished middle section, a brilliant, prickly prestissimo, then, following the build-up to
the main climax, the clarinet emerges, now liberated, from a ferocious piano cluster to sing simple
soothing phrases over a tolling accompaniment in a conclusion of great tranquillity and a sense not of
integration but accommodation - of reconciliation indeed.  

Active as soloist, accompanist and chamber player, Powell has performed across Europe and the UK
including the Royal Festival, Queen Elizabeth, Wigmore and Bridgewater halls. His commitment to new
music won him the 8th British Contemporary Piano Competition and selection in the PLG Young Artists
Series at the Southbank; his Trio with Oliver Heath and Christopher Murray are Young Artists in
Residence at Salford University. Since 2007 Benjamin has been staff pianist at the RNCM; he also
teaches piano at the Junior RNCM and for Yorkshire Young Musicians, many of his students regularly
going on to win major prizes. 

Graham Scott studied with Ryszard Bakst at Chetham’s School of Music and also at the RNCM where
he is currently head of keyboard studies. While a student he won the Dyas Gold Medal, the Stefania
Neikrasz Chopin Prize and was the first artist to win auditions of both the Young Concert Artists Inc in
New York and YCAT in London. His professional career speaks for itself and includes recitals in New
York, Washington DC, Los Angeles, Paris, Tokyo, Beijing and all the major London concert halls. As
concerto soloist he has performed with the LPO, RLPO, RSNO, Staatsphilharmonie Reinlandpfalz,
Monte Carlo Philharmonic, Belgium National, Cape Town, Singapore and St. Louis symphony, New
York, Radio Netherlands and Australian chamber orchestras. Sought after as a chamber player, he has
worked with the Chilingirian, Vertavo, Heath and Stamic (Prague) string quartets, broadcast on BBC
and NPR (US) and made numerous CD recordings. He is artistic director of the James Mottram Piano
Competition, associate teacher at Chetham’s and an honorary member of the European Piano
Teachers Association.  

Midori Sugiyama is currently assistant Leader of the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra. Born in Japan,
Midori began music lessons aged 5, going on to study with Kenji Kobiyashi at the Toho Gauken school
and graduating with honours in 2003. At 17 she made her concerto debut with the Sendai Philharmonic
and has performed since with, inter al, the Hiroshima and Baden-Baden symphony orchestras. She
then entered the RNCM, winning all the internal string competitions, gaining the highest Diploma in pro-
fessional performance and graduating in 2006 with distinction and the Pinson/Pierce Award for Bach
Performance under the guidance of Yair Kless, with whom she continued studies at the Universitad für
Musik und Darstellende Kunst, Graz. In 2006 she won third prize in the Ludwig Spohr International
Violin Competition and the following year was selected by PLG for recitals at the Southbank and
Wigmore hall.

Paul Vowles studied at the RNCM and Eastman, NY, with Linda Merrick, Barry Graham, Nicolas Cox,
Chris Swan and Kenneth Grant, graduating with a BMus (Hons) First Class, a PGCE and a Master of
Music with Distinction. During RNCM studies he won the annual woodwind soloist competition, the
Timothy Reynish Award, MBF and John Barbirolli Memorial Foundation awards, and was the first clar-
inetist appointed Giles Thomas Lyth Junior Fellow. Paul is a regular concerto player, giving the UK and
US premieres of Gary Carpenter’s Doubles Concerto (with Melinda Maxwell, oboe) and gave his duo
recital debut with pianist Jonathan Fisher at the Midday Concerts Series at Bridgewater Hall in 2010. 

v
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Klezmer (Hebrew k’li zemer, ‘instrument of song’), a word once referring to the instruments played by
Jews of Eastern Europe and Turkey, now embraces musicians, instruments and the music itself, dat-
ing from the 16th century, folk-rooted but filtered through Jewish ears and consciousness. In the past
century it has become best-known through Yiddish weddings, Bar Mitzvahs and fairs, all demanding
bands of klezmorim, and as popular with Goy as Jew. By turns passionate, ferocious and sentimental,
its exulting in extremes of human emotion is the starting point of this score. Thematic material used in
Klezmer (1993) is entirelyoriginal rather than traditional, but it is one of a few overtly ethnic Gorb
pieces, such as Yiddish Dances (1998) and the ballet Kol Simcha,(1985) to evoke the searching
melody, pungent rhythm and shameless virtuosity of a musical language once such an integral part of
the lives of his forbears. There are three main sections, basically andante rubato, allegro molto and
andante, the second and third following without a break; all make differently huge demands on player-
technique. The premiere was by Lucy Gould at London’s Purcell Room in May 1993.   

Sonata for Violin and Piano (1996) is one of the key works in Gorb’s output to-date; at just under 20’
not his most extended, but a complete statement, a summation of where he was at in 1996, drawing
together threads of his work and attitudes up to then, and presaging stylistic concerns he exploited in
later scores. The writing for both instruments is idiomatic and masterly, the handling of material fluid,
eloquent and nuanced.  The fact that it opens with the same note (Ab) as Klezmer concludes (G#) may
be pure coincidence, but it’s a happy one. We have Thomas Bowes and Eleanor Alberga to thank for
commissioning it and playing it often after they gave the premiere at Spitalfield Festival in June 1996.
That he dedicated it to his feisty, supportive wife Elizabeth suggests he was quite proud of it himself,
and rightly so.   

The single movement of continuously unfolding narrative falls into three distinct sections, Adagio-
Presto-Adagio.  This is what the composer says about it: “While this work is not a sonata in the con-
ventional sense, my inspiration for writing it  was based on elements of sonata form that I consider eter-
nally fresh in so much of my favourite music.  This includes development and metamorphosis of the-
matic material, establishment of tonal centres and the relationship between them, contrast between the
lyrical and the dynamic and, above all, context: why things happen when they do. The opening Adagio
is an ABA form with delicate, transparent textures based round the tonality of Ab framing a more pas-
sionate episode centred around A major. The return of the opening material uses violin harmonics and
quarter-tones. The Presto is wild and tumultuous though there are scherzo-like episodes, including a
tango fugato initiated by violin pizzicati, and a hesitant waltz that eventually leads to the work’s climax,
where A major is more firmly established.

“At the moment when the music seems to be rushing headlong towards a joyful conclusion, the bass
of the piano cuts through with repeated tollings of A and G sharp. Over this the violin heralds the final
Adagio with a long melody, rising ever upwards and leading to a restatement of the very opening of the
work.  By now tonality is less stable and the piece ends in a new, sombre, questioning mood.”    

Gintaute Gataveckaite was born (1988) in Vilnius, is a graduate of the National MK Ciurlionis School
of Arts, Lithuania (student of Diana Berulyte) and currently completing a BMus at the RNCM under
Graham Scott. A winner of Natonal and International competitions including the Bakst Memorial Prize
for Chopin and the Beethoven Intercollegiate Piano Competition, Gintaute performs regularly in the UK
and Europe. She made her London debut at St. James Piccadilly in 2009 and conducted a masterclass
at Erin Arts Centre, Isle of Man, the following year. Festival appearances in 2010 include Watford
Festival of Music, Speech & Drama and, in Manchester, the International Chamber Music Festival,
‘Complete Works of Chopin’ and ‘Haydn the Innovator’ event.

Les Neish follows multiple careers here and abroad and received several important prizes (notably
the Worshipful Company of Dyers Award for Wind & Brass at the Royal Overseas League) since obtain-
ing First Class Honours and Professional Performance and Postgraduate diplomas at the RNCM where
he is currently a chamber music coach as well as tuba tutor at the Junior RNCM. His playing highlights
include a performance at Millennium Park Chicago, giving the first tuba recital at Bridgewater Hall and
recording an album with Sting. In chamber music he works with ensembles including Fine Arts, Onyx,
Nemo and Polyphonic Brass, Tubalaté, and performs regularly with the celebrated US based Battle
Creek Brass Band. His CD Salt of the Earth, broadcast on BBC R3, won Solo CD of the Year awards
from Brass Band World and British Bandsman.

Simon Parkin was born in Manchester and at 10 won a place to the Menuhin School, where his teach-
ers included Marcel Clampi, Vlado Perlemute and Nadia Boulanger where he gained early performing
experience. Returning to Manchester, he achieved concurrent degrees at the University and the
RNCM, (composition teacher Anthony Gilbert) where he secured a lectureship and and then head of
musicianship. Simon has also taught composition and improvisaton at the Purcell and Menuhin schools
and is a respected consultant on methods of teaching these subjects. An insightful pianist, specially of
contemporary scores, he has performed extensively here and overseas, as soloist, with a range of
international duo partners, notably his wife, ’cellist Hannah Roberts, and broadcast on all normal BBC
and independent radio and TV networks.  As composer, Parkin has had works performed and broad-
cast in Germany and the US as well as the UK, three times had scores selected for performance at
PLG Southbank concerts and won an international award for his Cello Concerto.

Benjamin Powell, born and raised in Sussex, has been prominent on the Manchester music scene
since 1999. A student of Carole Presland at the RNCM, scholarships from the MBF, DAAD and Lynn
Foundation funded further study with Pierre-Laurent Aimard (Cologne Hochschule für Musik) and
Alexander Melnikov (RNCM). 
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Gorb won the 1995 Purcell Composition Prize with Prelude, Interlude and Postlude of three years pre-
viously, premiered by Philip Mead at St. John’s, Smith Square, in June 1995. All, freely atonal with modal
tendencies, explore the percussive potential of pianos ‘without, I hope, resorting to cheap effects.’ After
the violent Prelude and presto Interlude the Postlude comes as a total contrast. Subtitled Epiphany in
Venice and as long as the others combined, it is often, as here, performed independently. One could
talk of  meticulously organised layers of polyrhythms and scrupulously superimposed tonalities, but what
strikes you is what inspired it, the sound of multiple bells on a day of fog and bitter cold Gorb experi-
enced in that unique city, and a maybe unconscious memory of Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov. It is ded-
icated in memoriam Olivier Messiaen.  

Straitjacket (2002) shows what an imaginative and responsible composer can do with however
unpromising a medium by entirely conventional means. Tuba and piano would not be everyone’s first
choice to develop a serious musical argument over 10 minutes, yet Gorb does exactly that; he grabs
and holds the listener’s attention without recourse to any extended techniques or indulging in any of the
great tuba jokes, clichés or ‘cheap effects’, yet as in the Sonata and Reconciliation, the writing is sym-
pathetic, true to the instrument and characteristic of the composer. It would make a brilliant little dance
score, albeit a dark, often violent, sometimes grotesque one. The score sets out to evoke a Kafka-like
atmosphere of claustrophobia and paranoia, the instruments playing together as if depicting two char-
acters wrestling in the deadly embrace in which they are seemingly inseparably locked, something
emphasised by limiting the piano part to one note at a time  in the tuba register.  Only briefly, in the
cadenza toward the end of the work, does the tuba seem to have a real hope of liberation only for it to
be snuffed out by a cruel tolling from the depths of the piano that brings the piece to a bleak conclusion.
So, a bit like Reconciliation but without the happy ending - and without the reconciliation.

It was commissioned and premiered by James Gourlay, then head of wind & percussion at the RNCM,
whose suggestion (adopted by the composer) that the piece be transposed down a tone turned a basi-
cally dark piece into a totally black one.

Gourlay had previously been principal tubist at a Swiss opera house,  which country also provided the
home for a certain Dr. Ordinaire (I’m not inventing this), resident of Couvet, who pioneered the recipe
for Absinthe, a potent elixir (as Larousse euphemistically describes it) flavoured with wormwood ‘and
other aromatic herbs’ (a recipe he then sold to a M. Pernod of fragrant memory) whose stupefying prop-
erties resulted in its prohibition in Switzerland and the US; also in France though the ban seems to have
done little to restrict the availability of the tapering bottle of green fluid so beloved of Van Gogh, Gaugin,
Picasso Toulouse-Lautrec and other incandescent luminaries of the Paris arts scene.   

Written in 2009, Absinthe (from the Greek Absinthion; ‘undrinkable’) takes as its starting point
L’absinthe by Edgar Degas, a study in non-communication and relationship breakdown. The painting
of a couple, he drinking coffee, she absinthe, conveys a powerful atmosphere of poignant distant mem-
ories, half-remembered affection and suppressed violence. So does the score, where it is perhaps less
suppressed. At one level it is even more theatrical and joyless than Straitjacket because its surface
theme is overt, clearly stated and handled with graphic literalness. At another it is a study in rhythmic
disruption, harmonic instability and dynamic extremes. As any actor will tell you, to portray inebriation
accurately and convincingly requires tremendous concentration and pinpoint timing demanding total
sobriety. Gorb’s essay in lurching emotion and gathering, irrational, desperate intoxication calls very
much for a musical equivalent in pacing, developmental control, and a profound understanding of the
capabilities of the piano. It also allowed him, as he says, ‘to explore the sleazier side of my musical way
of creating, with passing nods to Wagner and Debussy’.  Absinthe was written for Graham Scott, who
had championed Epiphany in Venice and wanted a piece of his own. Scott gave the premiere at the
RNCM in February 2010. Technical tour-de-force though it is, the mood of black, futile wrath ending in
oblivion is not what we want to take away at the end of a listening session. Instead, we have Agen. 

If Agen (2010) was a solution in a crossword puzzle, the clue could be ‘Stravinsky ballet loses nothing
but gains energy’. In fact it has nothing to do with Stravinsky (though plenty to do with energy) its title
coming about almost by accident. Gorb was writing this ‘brief wild blast for clarinet to send people out
in a good mood after an exacting new music recital’ and scribbled AGEN, short for ‘Adam Gorb Encore’
on the top of the score in progress. Brief it may be, wild it certainly is, a high-energy work out for the
player whose gasps for breath are clearly audible and unavoidably so if any sense of performance is
to be retained in what is entirely a performance piece. It makes presents the clarinettist with consider-
able but entirely reasonable demands: no extended techniques, microtones or multiphonics, just good
old virtuosity. It also reminds us in both its virtuosity and its figurations that the clarinet lies at the heart
of klezmer and that klezmer had now forced its way into the ‘legitimate’ concert hall. 
Giles Easterbrook 2011

Jonathan Fisher was born in Manchester, graduated with first class honours from Huddersfield
University where he is Pianist in Residence, and continued studies at the RNCM where he is a staff
pianist. Jonathan is known as a chamber player, as Paul Vowles’s  duo partner, also winning the
accompanist prize in the Patricia Routledge English Song competition and reaching the finals of 2010
Yamaha Birmingham Accompanist of the Year Award.  Other recent highlights include the Richard
Strauss Society (London) the Leeds Lieder+ Festival (giving the premiere of John Woolrich’s And
Winter Comes), Philharmonic Hall Liverpool and Bridgewater Hall.. He is Honorary Fellow of the
Association of English Singers and Speakers.
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